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SOME APPLICATIONS OF ULTRAFILTERS IN TOPOLOGY

JOHN GINSBURG AND VICTOR SAKS

In this paper, those Hausdorff spaces, all of whose powers
are countably compact, are characterized, and partial results
on the corresponding question for pseudocompactness are
obtained. The basic tool in this work is A. R. Bernstein's
concept of ^-compactness. Sufficient conditions are found for
every power of a topological group to be countably compact.
The maximal ^-compact extension of a completely regular
space is constructed, and this procedure is used to construct the
unique ^-compact group extension of a totally bounded topolo-
gical group. Additional product theorems for pseudocompact
spaces are proved, imposing conditions closely related to ^ -
compactness on the factors, which imply the pseudocompactness
of the product. In the final section of the paper, several
theorems are proved which provide new examples of non-
trivial pseudocompact spaces. In particular, a homogeneous
space is exhibited, all of whose powers are pseudocompact, in
which no discrete countable set has a cluster point.

All spaces in this paper are assumed to be Hausdorff, and this
assumption will be used without explicit mention. We shall use
throughout the terminology and notation of the Gillman and Jerison
text [10]. In particular, the set of positive integers is denoted by
N, and the cardinality of a set S is denoted by | S | . The Stone-Cech
compactification of a completely regular space X is denoted by βX.
The symbol [CH] indicates that the continuum hypothesis is being
assumed.

2* Countably compact powers* Let us recall several definitions
of compactness-like conditions which depend on the behaviour of
countable sets.

Let X be a topological space.

X is said to be countably compact, if every countably infinite
subset of X has a cluster point.

A subset A of X is relatively countably compact in X, if every
countably infinite subset of A has a cluster point in X.

X is sequentially compact, if every sequence in X has a con-
vergent subsequence.
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X is called strongly ^-compact, if every infinite subset of X
meets some compact subset of X in an infinite set.

Finally, we call X ^-bounded, if every countable subset of X
is contained in a compact subset of X.

Our first result characterizes those spaces X such that every
power of X is countably compact. The main tool in this investigation
is Bernstein's concept of ^-compactness. In [1] the concept was
introduced, and some of the basic theory of ^-compact spaces was
developed. We now give his definition of ^-compactness, and quote
the major results in [1], including a proof of his result that Sf-
compactness is a productive property.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let S be a free ultrafilter on N. Let X be
a topological space, and let (xn: ne N) be a sequence in X. A point
z e X is said to be a SfΊimit point of the sequence (xn:n e N) if, for
every neighborhood W of z9 {n:xne W}e &. ϋ^-limits, when they
exist, are unique, and we shall express the fact that z is the ϋ^-limit
of (xn: ne N) by writing z — 22 — lim^oo xn. A space Xis said to be
£&-compact if every sequence in X has a ϋ^-limit point.

Observe that a i^-limit point of a sequence of distinct points
(xn:neN) is, in particular, a cluster point of the set {xn:ne N}.
Therefore a ^-compact space is countably compact.

LEMMA 2.2. Let {xn: ne N} £ X and let zeX be a cluster point
of {xn: n e N}. Then there exists 2$ in βN — N such that z =

Proof. Let &(z) denote the family of all neighborhoods of z in
X. For We gf(z), let s(W) = {n: xn e W). The family J?~= {s(W} -
{&}: We5f(z), keN} has the finite intersection property, and so there
is an ultrafilter ^ on N such that J H ϋ &. Obviously & is free
and z — ̂ — lim^oo xn.

LEMMA 2.3. Let f\X-*Y be a continuous map. Let (xn: ne N)
be a sequence in X, and let ze Xsuch that z = &— lim,,^ xn. Then

Proof. For every neighborhood W of f(z) in Γ, f~ι{W) is a
neighborhood of z in X. Since {n: xn ef~\W)} - {n:f(xn)e W}, the
result follows.
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THEOREM 2.4 (Bernstein), ^-compactness is closed hereditary
and productive. A completely regular space is ^-bounded if, and
only if, it is ^-compact for every £& in βN-N.

Proof. Obviously a closed subset of a ^-compact space is 3ί-
compact. We will prove the statement concerning products, and
refer the reader to Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 of [1] for the last statement.

Thus, let {Xa: a el} be a family of ^-compact spaces, and let
X =ILaeiXa* We will show that X is ^-compact. Let (xw: neN)
be a sequence in X. Then, for each a in 7, (x^]:neN) has a 3ί-
limit point za in Xa. This defines a point z — (za)aeI in X. We claim
that z — &— lim^oo x{n). For, let W be any neighborhood of z in X.
There is a finite subset F of 7, and open sets Wa in Xa, for each a
in F, such that z e ΐ[aeF Wa x I L ^ X* S W.

But {w: xin) e W) 3 Π^s/' {̂ : »Λ

(n) e TΓΛ}, and therefore {w: ί«(%) e
W}e £&. This proves that 2 — ^ r — limn_K)O α?(%) and thus X is ^-compact.

COROLLARY 2.5. AUT/ product of ^-compact spaces is countably
compact.

Proof. Immediate.

We are now in a position to characterize spaces all of whose
powers are countably compact.

THEOREM 2.6. Let X be a Hausdorff space. The following state-
ments are equivalent:

( i ) Every power of X is countably compact)
(ii) X2C is countably compact;
(iii) x\x\*° is countably compact;
(iv) There exists & in βN — N such that X is ^-compact.

Proof. ( i ) ==> (ii). This is trivial.
(ii) => (iv). We show that if (iv) fails, so does (ii). Thus, sup-

pose X is not ^-compact for any 2f in βN — N. Then, for each 3f
in βN — N, there is a sequence ixξ: n e N) in X which has no ^-limit
point in X. Define a sequence (y(n):ne N) in χ^N~N as follows:
Λ/(») ryi

y & — nn.

For the sake of contradiction, assume (ii) holds. Then X^N~N is
countably compact, and therefore the sequence (yw:ne N) has a
cluster point z in X^N~N

m By Lemma 2.2, there exists £? in βN— N
such that z = if— \vai%^ooy

{n). But this implies, by Lemma 2.3, that
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Π*{z) = 8* - lim Z W > ) = & - Km x{Γ .
n-*co n—*<χ>

But this is ridiculous, since {x{/]:neN) has no if-limit point.
Thus (ii) must also fail.

(iv) ==> ( i ) . This follows immediately from 2.5.
( i ) ==> (iii). This is trivial.
(iii) ==> (iv). Let Σ be the set of all sequences in X. We write

σ € Σ as σ — (x{

n

σ): n e N). Now | 2Ί = | X *°, and so (iii) implies that
XΣ is countably compact. Define a sequence (zw:neN) in X J as
follows: z{

a

m) = »ϊ ). Let p e Γ be a cluster point of (z{n):neN).
By 2.2, there exists ^ in /3iV— AT such that p - £&—

We claim that, for this 3F, X is ^"-compact. For, if σ =
(α?iσ): ̂ G iV) is any sequence in X, Lemma 2.3 implies that Πσ(p) ~
£?— \imn^ Πσ(zw) = &— lim^eo&ϊ0. Thus every sequence in X has
a £^-limit point, and so X is ^-compact.

REMARK 2.7. In [19], Scarborough and Stone have shown that,
if X = ΐlaeiX«> then X is countably compact if, and only if, every
subproduct of 22<J factors is countably compact. Thus the conditions
(ii) and (iii) in Theorem 2.6 may be regarded as an improvement of
their result in the case where all the factors are the same.

COROLLARY 2.8. If \X\ ^ c, then Xc is countably compact if,
and only if, there exists £2? in βN — N such that X is ^-compact.

In [18] the following theorem is proved.

THEOREM 2.9 (Saks-Stephenson). The product of not more than
^ x strongly ^-compact spaces is countably compact.

We therefore obtain the following corollary.

COROLLARY 2.10. [CH] // \X\£c, and if X is strongly ^ 0 -
compact, then there exists 2H in βN — N such that X is ^-compact.
In particular, every countably compact k-space of cardinality ^ c
is ^-compact for some 3ί in βN — N.

Proof. The first assertion is obvious from 2.8 and 2.9, while
the second is a special case, by Theorem 1.2 in [15].

REMARK 2.11. Since every sequentially compact space is strongly
^o-compact, the conclusion of 2.10 holds for sequentially compact
spaces, of cardinal S c- This special case of 2.10 also follows directly
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from Theorem 5.8 in [19], together with our Theorem 2.6.

For non-trivial examples of the spaces hypothesized in 2.10, the
reader is referred to [6].

We now turn to another aspect of ^-compactness. It follows
from the corollary to Theorem 1 in [12], that every completely
regular space has a maximal ^-compact extension. That is, for
every completely regular space X, there is a ^-compact space &(X)
containing X as a dense subspace, such that every continuous map
of X into any ̂ -compact space extends continuously to &(X).
From the final section of Herrlich and van der Slot's paper [12], it
follows that, in fact, we may take X S &(X) S βX where £&(X)
is the intersection of all ̂ -compact subspaces of βX containing X.

We now show how 2&(X) is built up from X. The construction
is an exact analogue of Example 4 in [1]. In this example, Bernstein
is constructing a ^-compact space which is not ^-bounded. His
construction, when slightly modified, gives the maximal ^"-compact
extension of an arbitrary completely regular space. R. G. Woods
independently characterized 2$(X) by the same method as given
here, in [22].

Let X be a completely regular space. We first construct a
transfinite sequence (Xa: a < ωL) of subspaces of βX containing X.

Let Xo = X. Assume we have constructed the spaces Xaf for
a < β such that

(i) a^a%<β^Xai^Xa^βX
(ii) aγ < a2 < β =~ every sequence in Xai has a ^"-lirnit point

in Xa2.

We now show how to get Xβ. Let Σβ be the set of all sequences
in U«<i3 Xa F o r e a c h σ e Σβ> let %o be the ^-limit point of σ in βX.
Finally, let Xβ = ( ( J ^ Xa) U {xa: σ e Σβ}.

This completes the induction step, and gives a sequence (Xa:
satisfying (i) and (ii) for all ax < a2 < ωx.

THEOREM 2.12.

Proof. Obviously I S U*<ωi Xa S βX. If (xn- n e N) is a sequence
in \Ja<aiXat it lies entirely within one Xβ, and thus has a ^-limit
point in Xβ+1. Therefore \Ja<ω Xa is ^"-compact. A straightforward
induction shows that any ^-compact subspace of βX containing X
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must contain every Xa9 that is, must contain \Ja<a)ί Xa. From the
result we have quoted from the Herrlich and van der Slot paper [12],
it now follows that 3f{X) = U«<^ X«.

3* ^-compactness in topological groups* Recall that a topo-
logical group G is said to be totally bounded, if, for each neighborhood
U of the identity, a finite number of translates of U covers G. In
[20], Weil proves that each totally bounded group G is a dense topo-
logical subgroup of a compact group, and that this compactification
is unique up to a topological isomorphism fixing G point wise. This
compactification of G is known as its Weil completion, and shall be
denoted by G.

Using the identical procedure to 2.12, we obtain the following
result. Let S be a free ultrafilter on N.

THEOREM 3.1. For every totally bounded topological group G,
there is a ^-compact topological group £&(G), containing G as a
dense topological subgroup, such that no proper subspace of &(G)
containing G is ^-compact. 2${G) is determined uniquely by a
topological isomorphism fixing G pointwise.

Proof. Define the spaces (Ga: a < ωλ) as in 2.12, replacing X by
G, and βX by G, and let &r(G) = U . ^ Ga. 3ί(G) is ^-compact
and there is, as in 2.12, no ^-compact space Y satisfying, ffSΓc
&{G). We next show that &{G) is a group. Since the Ga form a
chain, to prove this, it is sufficient to prove the following:

If H is a subgroup of G, and if LH = {xe G: there exists a
sequence (xn: n e N) in H such that x = & — lim^^ xn}, then H U LH is
a subgroup of G. But this is obvious, since if x = Qί — lim^^ xn and
y — £gr— \imn^ooyn, then the continuity of the operations implies that

^ x~γ and xy = 3f — l im^^ xnyn.

We have now shown that ϋ (̂Cr) is a ^"-compact group containing
G a s a dense topological subgroup, and that &{G) is a minimal in-
compact extension of G. It remains to prove the uniqueness assertion.

Recall that, in Theorem 1.1 of [3], Comfort and Ross prove that
every pseudocompact group is totally bounded. In particular, any
^-compact group is totally bounded.

Now, suppose H is another ^-compact group containing G as
a dense topological subgroup, and that no proper subspace of H
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containing G is ^-compact. Since H is totally bounded, it has a
Weil completion, H, and by uniqueness, G ~ H, by a topological
isomorphism fixing G pointwise. By the construction of 3$(G) it
is clear that under any such isomorphism, &ϊ{G) is mapped inside
H. Since this image of 3f(G) is ^-compact and contains (?, the
minimality of H implies that the image of £&(G) under any such
isomorphism is all of H. This proves that £&{G) is uniquely deter-
mined, by a topological isomorphism fixing G pointwise, as a minimal
^"-compact group extension of G.

Our next result gives conditions sufficient for a topological group
to be ^-compact for some 2$ in βN-N.

THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a countably compact group. If G con-
tains a C*-embedded copy of N, and if multiplication m:Gx G—>G
is a closed map, then G is ^-compact for some 3f in βN-N.

Proof. We will identify the C*-embedded copy of N as being N
itself. In Theorem 1.2 of [3], Comfort and Ross prove that, if G is
a pseudocompact group, then G = βG. Therefore, under the given
hypotheses on G, CIQ N = βN.

Since G is countably compact, iVhas a cluster point 2&e G Π βN =
G Π eh N. We will show that G is ^-compact.

Thus, let (bn:ne N) be a sequence in G. We must find a «£
point of (bn: ne N) lying in G. Consider the sequence (φn, b^n): ne N)
in G x G. Since &e clGm({(bn, b~γn): n e N}), and since multiplication
is closed, there exists be G such that (6, b~x&)e c\GxG{(bn, b~ιn): ne N}.
We show that, in fact, b = 3ί — lim,^ bn. For the sake of contradic-
tion, assume b is not the ^-limit point of (bn: ne N). Then there is
a neighborhood U of the identity in G such that L = {n: bn e b U} £ 3ϊ.
Let K = N - L. Then if e ^ . Thus 3ίe c\βNK = cfe ϋΓ, and so clg if is
a neighborhood of ^ in βN — cl̂  JV. Therefore there is an open set
O in G such that O Π βN = clGK. Let V= &~\O Π G). Then F
is a neighbborhood of the identity in G, and 3?V f] N = K. Now
find a neighorhood TΓ of the identity in G, such that W2 £ ί7 Π F,
and find a neighborhood M of the identity in G such that Λf £ U and
i k f i r ^ S b^SfW. Since (6, δ" 1 ^) e clβxoίίδ,, 6^x^): n e N), there exists
n0 such that (δ,0, ft->0)€ (bM) x {b~ι&W). Thus, bnQebM<S-bU, so
that ô e L. But ^0 = (δ%0)(6^>0) e (ftMίCft-1^"^) - δίMδ" 1 ^) T7 S
b(b~1^W)W = ^ T 7 2 £ ^ F , and so ^ e ^ Π N = K. But this is
impossible, since Z ί Ί L = 0 . This contradiction proves that 6 =

^δ^, and thus G is ^-compact.
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Observe that the proof of 3.2 actually shows that G is ^-compact
for all 3f in G Π βN. This leads to the following corollary.

COROLLARY 3.3. If G is a topologίcal group which contains a
copy of βN, and if multiplication in G is closed, then G is #0-
bounded.

Proof. The proof of 3.2 shows that G is ^"-compact for all £&
in βN — N, and by Theorem 2.4, this is equivalent to ^0-boundedness.

REMARK 3.4. Unfortunately, the authors know of no nontrivial
groups on which multiplication is closed, aside from compact groups.
Thus, as of now, Theorem 3.2 is not of practical use. In fact, it is
still not known if there exist countably compact groups whose product
is not countably compact. The corresponding question for pseudocom-
pact groups has been answered in [3], by Comfort and Ross, where
they have shown that any product of pseudocompact groups is pseudo-
compact. Thus, finding two countably compact groups whose product
is not countably compact would result in two countably compact
groups whose product is pseudocompact, but not countably compact.
In this spirit, in § 5, we give an example, due to Frolίk, of countably
compact spaces X and Y whose product is pseudocompact but not
countably compact.

The situation for powers of a topological space is, in a sense,
reversed. One can characterize spaces all of whose powers are
countably compact, as we have done in § 2, but the corresponding
question for pseudocompactness, to our knowledge, has not yet been
settled. Some partial results in this direction are contained in the
next section.

4* Powers and products of pseudocompact spaces* Recall that
a space X is pseudocompact if every continuous real-valued function
on X is bounded. There is an obvious modification of ^-compactness
which is suited to the study of pseudocompactness in completely re-
gular spaces. This is because, as Glicksberg observed in [11], a com-
pletely regular space X is pseudocompact if, and only if, every
sequence of nonempty open subsets of X has a cluster point, (a
cluster point of a sequence of sets is a point such that each of its
neighborhoods meets infinitely many sets in the sequence). In fact,
as Glicksberg shows, it is necessary and sufficient that every sequence
of pair wise disjoint, nonempty open sets have a cluster point.

In this section, all spaces are assumed to be completely regular.
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let Sf be a free ultraίilter on N. Let (Sn: neN)
be a sequence of subsets of a topological space X. A point pe X is
called a £&-limit point of the sequence (Sn:neN) if, for every
neighborhood W of p, {n: Sn C) W Φ 0} e &. A (completely regular)
space X is called ^-pseudocompact if every sequence of non-empty
open subsets of X has a ^-limit point.

Making use of arguments similar to those in 2.4, we can readily
establish the following facts.

THEOREM 4.2. Every ^-pseudocompact space is pseudocompact.

THEOREM 4.3. Every product of ^-pseudocompact spaces is S>-
pseudocompact.

A corollary of these two theorems is that every power of a &-
pseudocompact space is pseudocompact. Now, it follows from Theorem
4 of [11], that any product of pseudocompact, locally compact spaces
is pseudocompact, and that any product of pseudocompact, first
countable spaces is pseudocompact. Since there is no reason, in gen-
eral, to expect such products to be ^-pseudocompact, one cannot
hope for a result analogous to Theorem 2.6 for pseudocompact powers.
This can be seen in another way. In [11], Glicksberg shows that a
product space ΐlaeiXa is pseudocompact if, and only if, every count-
able subproduct is pseudocompact. Now, for a sequence of sets σ =
(Sn: neN) in X, let L(σ) = {&e βN - N: σ has a ^-limit point}. Let
Σ be the set of sequences (of points) in X, and let 2V be the set of
all sequences of open subsets of X. The proof of 2.6 really shows
that every power of X is countably compact if, and only if, for
every subset T of Σ9 ΠσeT L(σ) Φ 0 . Since every power of X is
pseudocompact if, and only if, X*° is pseudocompact, we can, in a
similar way, conclude that every power of X is pseudocompact if,
and only if, for every countable subset T of Σ&, f}σeT L(σ) Φ 0 .

EXAMPLE 4.4. A space, all of whose powers are pseudocompact
which is not ^-pseudocompact for any Si in βN' — N:

For each p in βN- N, let Xp = βN- {p}. Let X = IL>e/*MXp.
Since every power of X is a product of locally compact, pseudo-
compact spaces, every power of X is pseudocompact. But the factor
X& of X is not ^-pseudocompact, and so X is not ^-pseudocompact
for any & in βN — N.

4.5. If a space X has a dense subset D such that every sequence
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in D has an accumulation point in X, then obviously X is pseudo-
compact. Many of the familiar examples of pseudocompact spaces
have this property, and this criterion for pseudocompactness has been
used profitably in many instances. We refer the reader to [2] and
[8] for excellent examples of this.

With this in mind, another natural application of ^-compactness
to the study of pseudocompactness arises. Let us consider spaces -X*
which have a dense subset A such that every sequence in A has a
^-limit point in X. Calling such spaces densely'-^-compact, we can
establish the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.6. Every product of densely-^-compact spaces is
densely-^-compact. Every densely-^-compact space is ^-pseudo-
compact.

Proof. The first assertion follows in a straightforward manner,
using an argument similar to that in 2.4. To prove the second state-
ment, let X be densely ^-compact.

Let A be a dense subset of X such that every sequence in A
has a ^-limit point in X. Now, let (Gn: ne N) be any sequence of
nonempty open sets in X. For each n9 there exists a point ane Gnf] A.
Let p e l be a i^-limit point of the sequence (an: ne N). Then,
clearly p is a ^"-lirnit point of the sequence (Gn:ne N). Therefore
X is ^-pseudocompact.

5* Examples of pseudocompact spaces* In this section we prove
several theorems which provide new examples of nontrivial pseudo-
compact spaces.

Let us first recall the notion of type in βN — N. The equivalence
relation ~ defined on βN—N by x ~ y if there exists a homeomorphism
of βN onto itself taking x to y, decomposes βN — N into equivalence
classes called types. For p e βN — N, T(p) denotes the type of p.
Recall that, for any peβN- N, T(p) is dense in βN - N. (See 6S
in [10], and [7].) Note also that every type is a homogeneous space.

We are indebted to Z. Frolίk for communicating the following
lemma and our first example, and their proofs.

LEMMA 5.1 (Frolίk). Let T be a type of βN—N. Then no count-
able discrete subset of T has a cluster point in T.
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Proof. Suppose the statement is false. We shall derive a con-
tradiction. Thus, let (xn: ne N) be a discrete subset of a type T
which has a cluster point in T, say x. Find pairwise disjoint, infinite
subsets {An: ne N} of N such that N = \JneN An and xne c\βNAn for
each n.

Now, for each n, xn and x are of the same type, so we can find,
for each n, a homeomorphism fn: βN~-+ βN such that fn{xn) = #- Let
#Λ denote the restriction of fn to AΛ. Define F:N—>N by JF =
UneN 9n Let F^ denote the Stone-extension of F to /SiV. Continuity
implies that Fβ(xn) — x for each n, and therefore implies that
Fβ(clβN {xn\ neN}) = {x}. Thus Fβ(x) = x.

We now appeal to a result of Katetov, in [3], which implies that
the fixed points of Fβ are precisely the points in the /3iV-closure of
the set of fixed points of F. (for a detailed proof, see Lemma 9.1 in
[4].) Thus, letting U = {p e βN: Fβ(p) = p}, we have U = cW (Uf]N).
In particular, U is open in βN. Since x e U, and since x is a cluster
point of {xn: ne N), there is an integer k such that xke U. For such
an integer Jc, we then have to conclude that xk — Fβ(xk) — x.

But this is ridiculous, since x is a cluster point of {xn:neN}
and {xn: n e N) is discrete.

We can now present the example, due to Frolίk, that was pro-
mised in 3.4.

EXAMPLE 5.2 (Frolίk). There exist countably compact spaces X
and Y such that X x Y is pseudocompact and not countably
compact.

Proof. Let T be any type of βN — N. Then every finite power
of N\J T is pseudocompact. (see [2] and [8].) We can find subspaces
P1 and P2 of βN-N such that both X-=NUTUP, and Y-=N\jTϋP2

are countably compact, and such that Px Π P2 = 0 . The proof of
the existence of Px and P2 is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.9
in [9], and depends on the fact that countably infinite subsets of βN
have 2C points in their closure.

Now the diagonal in X x Y is Nl) T, which is not countably
compact by Lemma 5.1. Therefore X x Y is not countably compact.
But since X x Y contains the dense pseudocompact subspace (N U T) x
(N{J T), X x Y is pseudocompact.

As was remarked in 4.5, the pseudocompactness of many familiar
spaces can be deduced by the presence of a relatively countably
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compact dense subspace. One of the first examples of a pseudocompact
space which has no dense countably compact subspace appears in [14].
The following Theorem 5.3, together with Lemma 5.1, shows there are
pseudocompact spaces in which no countable discrete set has a cluster
point. Assuming the continuum hypothesis, in 5.4 below, we exhibit a
pseudocompact space in which no countable set has a cluster point.
It follows that, in all of these examples, there is no dense relatively
countably compact subspace. In Theorem 5.6 we show that these
spaces have all of their powers pseudocompact. These results show
that pseudocompact spaces can be as far from countably compact as
is imaginable.

We will show that, if q is a non-P-point of βN — N, then T(q) is
pseudocompact. (for the definition and basic properties of P-points,
see AK and 4L of [10]). We use the fact that, if q is a non-P-point
of βN — N, there exists a partition {Bn: n e N) of iVinto infinite sets,
such that for each Aeq, we have {n: A Π Bn is infinite} is infinite.
This can be shown directly, as in Lemma 9. 14 of [4].

Our original theorem on the pseudocompactness of types held for
a more restricted class of types. We are grateful to W. W. Comfort
for pointing out that our construction works for all non-P-point
types.

THEOREM 5.3. If q is a non-P-point of βN — N, then T(q) is
pseudocompact.

Proof. By the result of Glicksberg's quoted earlier, it is sufficient
to prove that every sequence of pair wise disjoint, nonempty open
subsets of T(q) has a cluster point in T(q).

Thus, let (Gn: ne N) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint, non-
empty open subsets of T(q). For each n, there is an infinite subset
An of N such that (e\βIί An) Π T(q) S Gn. We claim that, for n Φ m,
An Π Am is finite. For, if Am Π An was infinite, then cl^ Am f] c\βN An

would be an open subset of βN that meets βN — N. The density of
T(q) would imply that (elβir Am) n (clβN An) f] T(q) Φ 0 , which con-
tradicts the disjointness of Gn and Gm. Thus n Φ m implies that
An Π Am is finite. For each n, let Aϋ = An- \Ji<n A. Then {A'n: %eN}
is a family of pairwise disjoint infinite subsets of N such that
(cW^-O Π T(q) S Gn for each n. Let Cλ = A[ U (N - \Jn,NAf

n) and
let Cn = A!n for n > 1. To find a cluster point of (Gn: neN) it clearly
suffices to find a cluster point of the sequence ((cl^ Cn) Π T(q): n 6 N).

We have thus reduced the task of showing T(q) is pseudocompact
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to the following: We must show that, for every partition of N into
infinite sets {An:neN}, the sequence ((clβN An) Γ) T(q):neN) has a
cluster point in T(q). To this end, let N — \JneN An be such a parti-
tion. Since q is not a P-point of βN — Nf there is a partition N =
\JneN Bn of N into infinite sets, such that, for each Aeq, {n: A ΓΊ Bn

is infinite} is infinite. Let /: N—+N be a bijection taking !?„ onto An

for every w. Let fβ denote its Stone-extension to βNf and let p =
fβ(q). Then peT(q). We claim that p is a cluster point of the
sequence ((cl^ An) ΓΊ T(q): n e N). To prove this, let (c\βN A) Π T{q) be
any basic neighborhood of p in T{q). Then 4 e p , and so f~ι(A)e q.
The set {n: f~ι{A) Π £„ is infinite} is infinite. Since / is a bijection,
for infinitely many n, Af]An is an infinite set. But for any such
n, cl^ A Π cl^ An is an open subset of βN that meets βN — N. Since
T(q) is dense in βN - N, for any such n, [(cW A) Π T(tf)] Π [(cl^ AJ Π
Γ(g)] = (cl^ A) Γ, (cW A%) Π Γ(^) ^ 0 . Thus every neighborhood of
p in T(q) meets infinitely many of the sets (cl^ An) Π T(q). That is,
p is a cluster point of ((clβN An) f] T(q):ne N). As we observed at
the beginning of the proof, this enables us to conclude that T(q) is
pseudocompact.

REMARK 5.4. In [16], assuming the continuum hypothesis, M. E.
Rudin shows there exists a non-P-point q in βN — N such that q is not
in the closure of any countable subset of βN — N. By our Theorem
5.3, for such q, T(q) is a pseudocompact space in which no countable
subset has a limit point. The assumption that q is not a P-point in
5.3 is essential, since a pseudocompact P-space is finite, and therefore
no P-point type is pseudocompact.

THEOREM 5.5. Let q be a non-P-point of βN — N. Then there
exists £& in βN — N such that T(q) is ^-pseudocompact.

Proof. Let {An: ne N) be an infinite collection of pair wise dis-
joint, infinite subsets of N with N — \JneN^ n infinite. Since T(q) is
pseudocompact, the sequence ((cl^ An) Π T(q): neN) has a cluster
point pe T(q). A proof completely analagous to Lemma 2.2 shows
there exists a free ultrafilter 3f in βN — N such that p is a ^-limit
point of ((cl^ An) Π T(q): neN). We will show that for this 3T, T{q)
is ^-pseudocompact.

Thus, let (Gn:neN) be any sequence of nonempty open subsets
of T{q). For each n, find an infinite subset Bn of N such that
(c\βN Bn) n T(q) S Gn. Using the Disjoint Refinement Lemma 7.5 of
[4], we can find a pairwise disjoint sequence (Cn:neN) of infinite
subsets of N, such that N — \JneN Cn is infinite and C% S Bn for each
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n. It clearly suffices to show that ((cl^ Cn) Π T(q): ne N) has a 3f-
limit point in T(q), for such a point will be a ^-limit point of
(Gn: ne N). Now, let /: N—>N be a bisection taking An onto Cw for
every n. Let r = fβ(p) Then r e T(g). It follows easily that r is
a j^-limit point of ((cl^ CJ Π Γfe): w e N) in 7X#). Thus every
sequence of open sets in T(q) has a ^-limit point. That is, T(q) is
^"-pseudocompact.

THEOREM 5.6. If q is a non-P-point of βN — N, then every power
of T(q) is pseudocompact.

Proof. This follows immediately from 5.5, 4.2, and 4.3.

REMARK 5.7. Theorem 5.5 and Lemma 5.1 show that, for a non-
P-point q of βN — N, T(q) is an example of a ^-pseudocompact space
which is not densely £f-compact for any g7 in βN — N. Thus the con-
verse of the second statement in 4.6 is false.

5.8. Recall that a completely regular space X is said to be
extremally disconnected if every open subset of X has open closure,
and basically disconnected if every co-zero set in X has open closure.
For the elementary properties of these spaces, the reader is referred
to 1H and 6M in [10].

THEOREM 5.9. Let X be basically disconnected and locally com-
pact, and let D be a dense subset of βX — X. Then X\J D is pseudo-
compact.

Proof. We will assume not and reach a contradiction. If X (J D
is not pseudocompact, there is an unbounded function / in C(X (J D).
Let g = (/2 + I)"1. Then g e C(X U D), 0 < g ^ 1 and inf tQXUD g(t) = 0.
Let gβ denote the Stone-extension of g to β(X U D) = βX. Since X
is dense in X U D, for every n there is a point xn in X such that
g(xn) < 1/n. For each n, let Gn = {x e X: g(x) < 1/n}. Since X is
locally compact, we can find, for each n, a co-zero set Hn containing
xn, whose closure is compact and is contained in Gn. Let W =
\JneN Hn. Then W is a co-zero set in X. Now clx Wis not compact,
since the function g on clx W does not attain its infimum on clx TΓ.
Thus cl^ W—XΦ 0 . But, since Xis basically disconnected, cl^ W=
cW (cljr TΓ) is open in βX. Since it meets βX — X, it must meet D,
since JD is dense in βX — X. Let p e (cl^x TΓ) Π D. Since # is strictly
positive on X{j D, there is an integer m such that g(p) > 1/m. Let
V={xeβX:gβ(x)>l/m}. Then F - Uί*=i cl* H* is a neighborhood
of p in /3X which is disjoint from W. This is ridiculous, since p e
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elβx W. This contradiction proves that X U D is pseudocompact.

REMARK 5.10. The conclusion of Theorem 5.9 holds whenever
X is locally compact and realcompact. This result was established
by Fine and Gillman in Theorem 3.1 of [5]. A special case of 5.9,
for extremally disconnected, locally compact spaces, combined
with Theorem 3.1 in [21], yields the Fine-Gillman result as a
corollary.
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